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Abstract

We consider non-uniform wire-sizing for general routing

trees under the Elmore delay model. Three minimization

objectives are studied: 1) total weighted sink-delays; 2) total

area subject to sink-delay bounds; and 3) maximum sink-

delay. We �rst present an algorithm NWSA-wd for mini-

mizing total weighted sink-delays based on iteratively apply-

ing the wire-sizing formula in [1]. We show that NWSA-wd

always converges to an optimal wire-sizing solution. Based

on NWSA-wd and the Lagrangian relaxation technique, we

obtained two algorithms NWSA-db and NWSA-md which

can optimally solve the other two minimization objectives.

Experimental results show that our algorithms are e�cient

both in terms of runtime and storage. For example, NWSA-

wd, with linear runtime and storage, can solve a 6201-wire-

segment routing-tree problem using about 1.5-second runtime

and 1.3-MB memory on an IBM RS/6000 workstation.

1 Introduction

As VLSI technology continues to scale down, interconnect

delay has become the dominant factor in deep submicron

designs. As a result, wire-sizing plays an important role in

achieving desirable circuit performance. Almost all of the

existing wire-sizing algorithms (e.g. [3, 2, 5, 6, 11]) size each

wire segment uniformly, i.e., identical width at every posi-

tion on the wire segment. In order to achieve non-uniform

wire-sizing, these algorithms have to chop wire segments into

large number of small segments. Consequently, the number

of variables in the optimization problem is increased substan-

tially and thus results in long runtime and large storage.

In this paper, we consider non-uniform wire-sizing for

general routing trees. Previous works on e�cient algorithms

for non-uniform wire-sizing can be found in [1, 9, 12]. It

was shown in [1, 9] that the wire-sizing function for a sin-

gle wire (of length L) that minimizes Elmore delay must be

a decreasing function of the form ae�bx, 0 � x � L, i.e.

the wire-width at position x is ae�bx. If lower and upper

bounds of the wire-widths are given, it was shown in [1]

that the optimal wire-sizing function is a truncated version

of ae�bx. In this paper, we show that the results in [1] can

be applied to general routing trees. Three minimization ob-

jectives are studied: 1) total weighted sink-delays; 2) total

area subject to sink-delay bounds; and 3) maximum sink-

delay. We �rst present an algorithm NWSA-wd for minimiz-

ing total weighted sink-delays based on iteratively applying

the wire-sizing formula in [1]. We show that NWSA-wd al-

ways converges to an optimal wire-sizing solution. Based on

NWSA-wd and the Lagrangian relaxation technique [8], we

obtained two algorithms NWSA-db and NWSA-md which

can optimally solve the other two minimization objectives.

Experimental results show that our algorithms are e�cient

both in terms of runtime and storage. For example, NWSA-

wd, with linear runtime and storage, can solve a 6201-wire-

segment routing-tree problem using about 1.5-second run-

time and 1.3-MB memory on an IBM RS/6000 workstation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we present the notations to be used in this paper.

In Section 3, we show how to compute the Elmore delay for

non-uniformly sized wire segments in a routing tree. Section

4 presents the algorithm NWSA-wd for minimizing weighted

delay at the sinks. Sections 5 presents the algorithm NWSA-

db for minimizing area subject to delay bounds and the al-

gorithm NWSA-md for minimizing the maximum delay at

the sinks. Finally, we present some experimental results in

Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
We use the following notations in this paper.

� T : A routing tree with a driver w0 at the root (source)

and a set of s sinks fN1; N2; :::; Nsg.

� wi: i-th wire segment, 1 � i � n.

� fi: Wire-sizing function of wi.

� di: Delay of wi, 0 � i � n.

� Li: Length of wi.

� f: f = (f1; f2; : : : ; fn) is a wire-sizing solution.

� �: Resistance of wire per unit length at unit width.

� ": Area capacitance of wire per unit square.

� Rd: Driver resistance.

� ri: Resistance of wi; ri �
R
Li

0
�=fi(x)dx , 1 � i � n.

� ci: Capacitance of wi; ci �
R
Li

0
"fi(x)dx, 1 � i � n.

� Ui, Li: Upper bound and lower bound of the size of wi,

respectively, i.e., Li � fi(x) � Ui, 1 � i � n.

� Pi: Driver and all wires on the path from the source to

sink Ni (including Ni).

� parent(wi): Parent of wi.

� Child(wi): Set of wi's children.



� Ans(wi): Driver and all the wires on the path from the

source to wi (excluding wi).

� Dec(wi): All the wires on the paths from wi to the

sinks (excluding wi).

� �i: Sink weight associated with Ni, 1 � i � s.

� �i: Edge weight associated with wi, 1 � i � s, where

�i =
P

Nj2Dec(wi)
�j .

� Ri: Weighted upstream resistance of wi;

Ri =
P

wj2Ans(wi)
�jrj .

� Ci: Downstream capacitance of wi;

Ci =
P

wj2Dec(wi)
cj +

P
Nj2Dec(wi)

~cj , where ~cj is the

capacitance of sink Nj , 1 � j � s.

� A: Area of T ; A =
Pn

i=1

R
Li

0
fi(x)dx.

Figure 1 illustrates some of the above notations.
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Figure 1: A non-uniformly sized routing tree T with
nine wire segments and �ve sinks

3 Elmore Delay Model
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Figure 2: Elmore delay model

We use the Elmore delay model to calculate the signal

delay through wire segments [4]. Suppose wire segment wi

is partitioned into m equal-length wire segments, each of

length 4x = Li

m
. Let xj be j4x, 1 � j � m. The capaci-

tance and resistance of wire segment j can be approximated

by "4xfi(xj) and �4x=fi(xj), respectively. Thus the El-

more delay through wi can be approximated by

di =

mX
j=1

�4x

fi(xj)

 
mX
k=j

"f(xk)4x+ Ci

!

It is the sum of the delay in each wire segment j, which

is given by its own resistance �4x=fi(xj) multiplied by its

downstream capacitance
Pm

k=j
"fi(xk)4x+ Ci (See Figure

2). Let m!1, we get

di =

Z
Li

0

�

fi(x)

�Z
Li

x

"fi(t) dt+Ci

�
dx (1)

as the Elmore delay through wi. The driver delay d0 is

approximated by Rd(
Pn

i=1
"
R
Li

0
fi(x)dx +

Ps

j=1
~cj). Let

Di be the delay at sink Ni, we have

Di = d0 +
X

wj2Pinfw0g

dj

= Rd

 
nX
i=1

"

Z
Li

0

fi(x)dx+

sX
j=1

~cj

!
+

X
wj2Pinfw0g

Z
Lj

0

�

fj(x)
(

Z
Lj

x

"fj(t) dt+ Cj) dx (2)

In the case where there is only one wire (i.e., n = s = 1),

the delay at the sink can be calculated as follows:

D1 =

Z
L1

0

�

f1(x)

�Z
L1

x

"f1(t) dt+ ~c1

�
dx+

Rd

Z
L1

0

"f1(x)dx+Rd~c1 (3)

4 Minimizing Weighted Delay
In this section, we consider the following problem:

M1 : Minimize D(f) =

sX
i=1

�iDi

Subject to Li � fi � Ui; 1 � i � n

4.1 Algorithm
We have designed an algorithm called NWSA-wd to opti-

mally solveM1. NWSA-wd is a greedy algorithm based on

iteratively re-sizing the wire segments. Initially we set the

width of each wire segment to be its minimum possible wire

size, i.e. fi = Li; 1 � i � n. In each iteration, we traverse

the routing tree T top down and examine the wire segments

one at a time. Each time when we visit a wire segment wi,

we re-size it optimally while keeping the wire-sizing func-

tions at all the other wire segments �xed, i.e. we compute

fi to minimize D(f) while keeping fj �xed for all j 6= i. We

now show how to optimally re-size a wire segment.

Lemma 1 For each i,

D(f) = �i

Z
Li

0

�

fi(x)

�Z
Li

x

"fi(t) dt+ Ci

�
dx+

Ri

Z
Li

0

"fi(x) dx+ �i(f) (4)

where �i(f) is independent of fi.



Proof: D(f) can be rewritten as follows:

D(f) =

sX
i=1

�iDi

=

sX
i=1

�i
X
wk2Pi

dk

=
X
wk2T

dk
X

Nj2Dec(wk)

�j

=
X
wk2T

�kdk

Note that the terms that involve fi come fromP
wk2Ans(wi)

�kdk and �idi. Also note that, for wk 2

Ans(wi), the only term in dk that involves fi is rkci. There-

fore, we have

D(f) = �idi +
X

wk2Ans(wi)

�krkci + �i(f)

= �idi + ciRi + �i(f)

where �i(f) is independent of fi. The theorem follows from

the fact that di is given by (1) and ci =
R
Li

0
"fi(x) dx. 2

Theorem 1 For each wi, the optimal re-sizing of wi can

be obtained by treating wi as a single wire of length Li with

driver resistance Ri, capacitance load Ci, wire resistance per

unit length at unit width �i�, and capacitance of wire per unit

square ".

Proof: Let �i(f) be de�ned as in Lemma 1. Since �i(f); Ri

and Ci are independent of fi, therefore, the problem of re-

sizing wi while keeping all other wire-sizing functions �xed

is equivalent to �nding fi to minimize

�(fi) = D(f)� �i(f) +RiCi

=

Z
Li

0

�i�

fi(x)

�Z
Li

0

"fi(x)dt+ Ci

�
dx+

Ri

Z
Li

0

"fi(x)dx+RiCi (5)

Comparing (5) with (3), we observe that �(fi) is also the

Elmore delay of a single wire of length Li with wire-sizing

function fi, capacitance load Ci, driver resistance Ri, wire

resistance per unit length at unit width �i�, and area capac-

itance of wire per unit square ". 2

The problem of determining a wire-sizing function for a

single wire to minimize Elmore delay has been solved in [1].

Theorem 1 allows us to directly apply the results in [1] to

optimally re-size each wire segment. Let fi be the wire-sizing

function that optimally re-size wi. It follows from [1] that

fi(x) =

8<
:

Ui 0 � x � l1

aie
�bi(x�l1) l1 � x � l1 + l2

Li l1 + l2 � x � l1 + l2 + l3 = Li

where ai; bi; l1; l2, and l3 can be computed in O(1) time (as-

suming that Ri; Ci, and �i have been computed).

4.2 Analysis

In this section, we show that NWSA-wd always converges

to an optimal wire-sizing solution. We also show that each

iteration of NWSA-wd runs in linear time and uses linear

storage.

Lemma 2 During the execution of NWSA-wd, whenever we

re-size wi from fi to f 0i , we have fi(x) � f 0i(x); 0 � x � Li.

Proof: We only present a sketch of the proof.

Suppose fi(x) = aie
�bix and f 0i = a0ie

�b0
i
x; 0 � x � Li.

It follows from [1] and Theorem 1 that

ai =
�i�

biRi

; bi

r
RiCi

�i�"
= e

�
biLi

2 ;

a
0

i =
�i�

b0iR
0

i

; and b
0

i

r
R0iC

0

i

�i�"
= e

�
b
0

i
Li

2

where Ri and R0i (Ci and C0i) are the weighted up-stream

resistance (down-stream capacitance) before the two con-

secutive re-sizing of wi. Without of loss of generality, we

may assume that all previous re-sizing operations produced

larger wire-sizing functions. Therefore, we have R0i � Ri

and C0i � Ci. Based on the above, we can prove that

ai � a
0

i and aie
�biLi � a

0

ie
�b0

i
Li (6)

Furthermore, based on (6), we can prove that

fi(x) = aie
�bix � a

0

ie
�b0

i
x = f

0

i(x); 0 � x � Li

For the case where fi and f 0i are truncated exponential

functions, the proof can be reduced to the above special case

and the details will not be presented here. 2

Theorem 2 NWSA-wd always converges to an optimal

wire-sizing function.

Proof: Let fij be the wire-sizing function of wi after the

jth iteration. It follows from Lemma 2 that fi1; fi2; fi3; : : :

is monotonically increasing. Moreover, all fij 's are up-

per bounded by Ui, therefore, ffijg converges as j ! 1.

Let ~fi = limj!1 fij and ~f = ( ~f1; ~f2; : : : ; ~fn). Clearly

NWSA-wd converges to ~f and ~f is a local optimal solu-

tion. Consider the transformation fi = egi ; 1 � i � n. Let

g = (g1; g2; : : : ; gn) and eg = (eg1 ; eg2 ; : : : ; egn). We have

D̂(g) = D(f) = D(eg). Note that f is a global minimum for

D if and only if g is a global minimum for D̂. By expanding

the terms in (2), we can show that

D(f) =

mX
k=1

�khk(f)

where � > 0 and hk(f) is of the formZ
Li

0

fi(x) dx;

Z
Lj

0

dx

fj(x)
; or

Z
Lj

0

Z
Li

x

fi(t)

fj(x)
dt dx:



Therefore, hk(e
g) is of the formZ

Li

0

e
gi(x) dx;

Z
Lj

0

e
�gj(x) dx; or

Z
Lj

0

Z
Li

x

e
gi(t)�gj(x) dt dx:

Since e�y+(1��)z � �ey + (1 � �)ez; 8y; z 2 R; 0 � � � 1,

and integration is a linear operator, therefore

hk(e
�g0+(1��)g00 ) � �hk(e

g0) + (1� �)hk(e
g00);

0 � � � 1; 8g0;g00, i.e., hk(e
g) is convex in g. Hence,

D̂(g) =
Pm

k=1
�khk(e

g) is convex in g. Since ~f is a lo-

cal minimum for D, therefore ~g is a local minimum for D̂.

Since D̂ is convex, therefore ~g is a global minimum. Thus ~f

is a global minimum for D. 2

Algorithm: NWSA-wd

A1. fi = Li, 0 � i � n.

A2. Compute all �i's in a bottom-up traversal of T

using the formula: �i =
P

wj2Child(wi)
�j .

A3. Compute all Ci's in a bottom-up traversal of T

using the formula: Ci =
P

wj2Child(wi)
(Cj + cj).

A4. Traverse the tree top-down:

For each wi,

Ri = Rparent(wi)
+ �parent(wi)

rparent(wi)
;

Compute fi according to [1] and Theorem 1.

A5. Repeat A3{A4 until no improvement.

Figure 3: Non-uniform wire-sizing algorithm for mini-
mizing total weighted delays

Figure 3 shows the algorithm NWSA-wd. We now show

that each iteration of NWSA-wd runs in O(n) time using

O(n) storage. Note that we can pre-compute the set of all

edge weights �i's in O(n) time by a bottom-up traversal of

T (A2). At the beginning of each iteration, we compute all

downstream capacitances Ci's by a bottom-up traversal of T

in O(n) time (A3). Each iteration of NWSA-wd consists of

a top-down traversal of T ; each time we visit a wire segment

wi (A4), we compute fi according to [1] as described earlier.

Note that fi can be computed in O(1) time provided that

we have the current values of Ri and Ci. Observe that Ri =

Rparent(wi)
+�parent(wi)

rparent(wi)
and hence can be updated

in O(1) time. Since Ci is independent of the wire-sizing

functions of the ancestors of wi, there is no need to update

Ci during the top-down traversal of T . From the above

discussion, it is clear that NWSA-wd runs in linear time

and uses linear storage.

5 Minimizing Other Objectives
In this section, we present algorithms NWSA-db and

NWSA-md for minimizing area subject to delay bounds and

minimizing maximum delay, respectively. Both algorithms

are based on the Lagrangian relaxation technique [8] while

using NWSA-wd as a subroutine.

Lagrangian relaxation is a technique for solving con-

strained optimization problems. \Troublesome" constraints

are \relaxed" and incorporated into the objective function

after multiplying them by constants called Lagrange multi-

pliers, one multiplier for each constraint. For each �xed set

of Lagrange multipliers, we have a new optimization problem

(free of troublesome constraints) called the Lagrangian relax-

ation subproblem (LRS) associated with this set of multipli-

ers. We iteratively adjust the Lagrange multipliers and solve

the corresponding LRS until the process converges. We shall

show that for minimizing area subject to delay bounds and

minimizing maximum delay, each LRS is equivalent to min-

imizing weighted delay with the Lagrange multipliers being

the sink weights and hence can be solved by using NWSA-

wd.

5.1 Minimizing Area
Let Bi be the delay bound at sink Ni; 1 � i � s. The

problem of minimizing area subject to delay bounds can be

formulated as follows.

M2 : Minimize A

Subject to Di(f) � Bi; 1 � i � s

Li � fi � Ui; 1 � i � n

Following the Lagrangian relaxation procedure, we in-

troduce a Lagrange multiplier �i for each delay constraint

Di(f) � Bi; 1 � i � s. The following is the LRS associated

with the Lagrange multipliers �1; �2; : : : ; �s.

M20 :Minimize D
0(f) = A+

sX
i=1

�i(Di(f)�Bi)

Subject to Li � fi � Ui; 1 � i � n

Let � =
Ps

i=1
�i and D̂i be the delay at sink Ni if the

driver resistance is increased to Rd +
1
"�
. Replacing Rd by

Rd +
1
"�

in (2), we get

D̂i = Di +
A

�
+

1

"�

sX
j=1

~cj

Therefore, the weighted delay D̂(f) is given by

D̂(f) =

sX
i=1

�iD̂i

= D(f) +A+
1

"

sX
j=1

~cj

= D
0(f) +

sX
i=1

�iBi +
1

"

sX
j=1

~cj

Since
Ps

i=1
�iBi +

1
"

Ps

j=1
~cj is a constant, therefore min-

imizing D0(f) is equivalent to minimizing D̂(f). Thus we

have the following theorem.

Theorem 3 Solving the LRS M20 is equivalent to solving

M1 with driver resistance changed to Rd +
1
"�
. 2



Algorithm: NWSA-db

A1. k = 0; fi = Li, 0 � i � n.

A2. �i = 1=s, 1 � i � s.

A3. Call NWSA-wd to solve the LRS associated with

�1; : : : ; �s.

A4. Recursively compute Di; 1 � i � s.

A5. �i = �i + �k(Di �Bi), 1 � i � s.

A6. k = k + 1.

A7. Repeat A3{A6 until no improvement.

Figure 4: Non-uniform wire-sizing algorithm for mini-
mizing total area subject to delay bounds

Figure 4 shows the algorithm NWSA-db for solving M2.

We update the Lagrange multipliers in A5 where the se-

quence f�kg satis�es limk!1 �k = 0 and
Pk

j=1
�j ! 1 as

k ! 1. It can be shown that NWSA-db converges to an

optimal wire-sizing solution (for M2).

5.2 Minimizing Maximum Delay

The problem of minimizing maximum delay can be for-

mulated as follows:

M3 :Minimize Dmax

Subject to Di(f) � Dmax; 1 � i � s

Li � fi � Ui; 1 � i � n

Dmax > 0

As in NWSA-db, we use the Lagrangian relaxation tech-

nique to solveM3. The following is the LRS associated with

Lagrange multipliers �1; �2; : : : ; �s.

M30 : Minimize D
0(f) = Dmax +

sX
i=1

�i(Di(f)�Dmax)

Subject to Li � fi � Ui; 1 � i � n:

Di�erentiating the objective function with respect to

Dmax and setting the result equal to 0, we get
Ps

i=1
�i = 1.

Therefore, by Kuhn-Tucker theorem [10], it su�ces to use

Lagrange multipliers �1; �2; : : : ; �s where
Ps

i=1
�i = 1. Note

that the objective function in M30 becomes
Ps

i=1
�iDi(f)

when
Ps

i=1
�i = 1. Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4 Solving the LRS M30 is equivalent to solving

M1. 2

Figure 5 shows the algorithm NWSA-md for solvingM3.

The sequence f�kg in A5 is the same as that of NWSA-

db. Again, it can be shown that NWSA-md converges to an

optimal wire-sizing solution (for M3).

Algorithm: NWSA-md

A1. k = 0; fi = Li, 0 � i � n.

A2. �i = 1=s, 1 � i � s.

A3. Call NWSA-wd to solve the LRS associated with

�1; : : : ; �s.

A4. Recursively compute Di; 1 � i � s;

Dmax = maxfDig.

A5. �i = �i + �k(Di �Dmax); 1 � i � s.

Normalize �i such that
Ps

i=1
�i = 1.

A6. k = k + 1.

A7. Repeat A3{A6 until no improvement.

Figure 5: Non-uniform wire-sizing algorithm for mini-
mizing maximum delay

6 Experimental Results
We implemented our algorithms and tested on the �ve

circuits r1{r5 used in [7] on an IBM RS/6000 workstation.

The per micron resistance and capacitance used are 3m


and 0:02fF , respectively. The lower and upper bounds for

wire widths are 1�m and 10�m, respectively. Table 1 lists

the names of the circuits, numbers of wire segments in the

circuits, delays, runtime, and storage requirements. It shows

that NWSA-wd, on the average, reduced the weighted de-

lay by 83.4% after wire-sizing. Furthermore, our algorithm

is extremely fast and space-e�cient. For example, for the

circuit r5 with 6201 wire segments, NWSA-wd needed only

about 1.5-second runtime and 1.3-MB storage. In Figure 6,

the runtime and storage requirements (represented by the

vertical axis) are plotted as a function of the number of wire

segments in a circuit (denoted by the horizontal axis). It

shows that the runtime and storage requirements of NWSA-

wd is linear in the number of wire segments.

Ckt # Delay (ns) Time Stor

Nodes Initial Final Red% (sec) (kb)

r1 533 0.744 0.146 80 0.18 148

r2 1195 2.014 0.358 82 0.32 280

r3 1723 3.291 0.543 84 0.45 388

r4 3805 8.644 1.307 85 0.97 812

r5 6201 15.316 2.216 86 1.57 1300

Avg - - - 83.4 - -

Table 1: Minimizing weighted delay

The experimental results on minimizing area under delay

constraints are in Table 2. It show that in order to satisfy the

delay constraints (half of the initial delay), NWSA-db only

increases average 3.4% of the total area and runtime is only

about one minute for r5. Table 3 shows the experimental

results for minimizing the maximum sink-delay. It shows

that NWSA-db and NWSA-md have similar runtime and



Ckt # Delay (ns) Area (105�m2) Runtime Storage

Nodes Initial Final Reduce% Initial Final Increase% (sec) (kbytes)

r1 533 0.775 0.388 50 1.25 1.36 8 4.95 148

r2 1195 2.108 1.054 50 2.48 2.63 3 10.60 280

r3 1723 3.376 1.688 50 3.19 3.31 4 15.15 388

r4 3805 9.087 4.544 50 6.50 6.65 2 35.25 812

r5 6201 15.861 7.931 50 9.73 9.91 2 64.48 1300

Avg - - - 50 - - 3.8 - -

Table 2: Minimizing area subject to delay bounds

Storage Kbytes x 10
3

3
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Figure 6: Storage and runtime requirements

storage requirements.

Ckt # Delay (ns) Time Stor

Nodes Initial Final Red% (sec) (kb)

r1 533 0.775 0.161 79 3.50 148

r2 1195 2.108 0.379 82 13.38 280

r3 1723 3.376 0.572 83 17.25 388

r4 3805 9.087 1.376 86 54.87 812

r5 6201 15.861 2.312 85 67.04 1300

Avg - - - 83 - -

Table 3: Minimizing maximum delay
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